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Believe me, I know whereof I speak. And those of you who read that and thought of your one sweet guy friend
who treats you like a sister? You may not want to think so, but yeah â€” he would. We see a hot chick, and our
first impulse is to mount her. Not every guy will give the devil his due, though. Its called having scruples.
Most guys do sincerely care about you and want more than friendship. The worst part of being in the friend
zone is when the girl you like is already in a relationship. Break out your notepads and try to keep up, okay?
Getting your friend is NOT going to happen overnight and you must be patient, young Padawan. Be smart â€”
bury your feelings and treat her like a dude. Who happens to have a great rack. Women like to test and probe.
She may well test your intentions by flirting with you playfully. If this happens, treat it like banter or a joke. If
you take it too far, then the jig is up. Let her come to you. NEVER make the first move. You want her to think
that being more than friends is her idea. Take her out to a friendly dinner, or maybe a drink or a hike. Why
would she start dating some clown that has to bother getting to know her when she can turn to someone who
knows her inside and out? The best way to keep him from seeing you as a threat is to keep things friendly.
Build up a connection; find things you have in common. Keep in mind â€” he will probably screw up at some
point, so let him. Share it with her. Do you volunteer to feed the homeless? Ask her to help out one time. Let
her tag along. Show her as many sides of you as you can. Bring her to a family gathering and let your cousins
tell every embarrassing story of you they can think of. Let your Mom gush about how proud she is of you. The
object is for her to look at you from different points of view. You WANT her to see you as something other
than her dorky friend. Which brings me to this next important point â€” Tip 6: When it happens, you need to
keep everything in perspective. The best thing to do is to let her do the talking. Let her make the move. I
always felt something, but I was conflicted about it.
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Jesus in Limbo by Domenico Beccafumi The "Limbo of the Patriarchs" or "Limbo of the Fathers" Latin
limbus patrum is seen as the temporary state of those who, despite the sins they may have committed, died in
the friendship of God but could not enter Heaven until redemption by Jesus Christ made it possible. The term
"Limbo" does not appear in the Bible. The concept of Limbo of the Patriarchs is not spelled out in Scripture,
but is seen by some as implicit in various references. The end of that state is set either at the Resurrection of
the Dead , the most common interpretation in the East , or at the Harrowing of Hell, the most common
interpretation in the West , but adopted also by some in the East. Some say that the descent of Jesus to the
abode of the dead, his presence among them, turned it into a paradise. Timothy Radcliffe explained the
"today" as a reference to the "Today of eternity". Medieval drama sometimes portrayed Christ leading a
dramatic assaultâ€”The Harrowing of Hellâ€”during the three days between the Crucifixion and the
resurrection. In this assault, Jesus freed the souls of the just and escorted them triumphantly into heaven. The
doctrine expressed by the term "Limbo of the Fathers" was taught, for instance, by Clement of Alexandria ,
who maintained: Recent Catholic theological speculation tends to stress the hope, although not the certainty,
that these infants may attain heaven instead of the supposed state of Limbo. Limbo is one such theory. That
person, therefore, greatly deceives both himself and others, who teaches that they will not be involved in
condemnation; whereas the apostle says: In the 12th century, Peter Abelard â€” said that these infants suffered
no material torment or positive punishment, just the pain of loss at being denied the beatific vision. Others
held that unbaptized infants suffered no pain at all: This theory was associated with but independent of the
term "Limbo of Infants", which was forged about the year The question of Limbo is not treated in the parts of
the Summa Theologica written by Saint Thomas Aquinas himself, but is dealt with in an appendix to the
Supplement added after his death by Fra Rainaldo da Piperino. But children were never adapted to possess
eternal life, since neither was this due to them by virtue of their natural principles, for it surpasses the entire
faculty of nature, nor could they perform acts of their own whereby to obtain so great a good. Nor can it be
said that they were adapted to obtain eternal life, not indeed by their own action, but by the actions of others
around them, since they could be baptized by others, like other children of the same condition who have been
baptized and obtained eternal life: Wherefore the lack of such a grace will not cause sorrow in children who
die without Baptism, any more than the lack of many graces accorded to others of the same condition makes a
wise man to grieve. Because children below the age of reason did not commit actual sin, theologians came to
the common view that these unbaptized children feel no pain at all or even that they enjoy a full, though only
natural, happiness through their mediated union with God in all natural goods Thomas Aquinas, Duns Scotus.
The Council of Florence also stated that those who die in original sin alone go to hell, but with unequal pains
as those in actual mortal sin. Klee in , Caron in , H. Schell in continued to formulate theories of how children
who died unbaptised might still be saved. By a theologian such as Ludwig Ott could, in a widely used and
well-regarded manual, openly teach the possibility that children who die unbaptised might be saved for
heaven. And in , when Joseph Ratzinger , then Cardinal Prefect of that Congregation, stated that he rejected
the claim that children who die unbaptised cannot attain salvation, he was speaking for many academic
theologians of his training and background. It recalls that, apart from the sacrament, "baptism of blood" as in
the case of the martyrs and in the case of catechumens who die before receiving the sacrament, explicit desire
for baptism, together with repentance for their sins, and charity, ensures salvation. It states that, since Christ
died for all and all are called to the same divine destiny, "every man who is ignorant of the Gospel of Christ
and of his Church, but seeks the truth and does the will of God in accordance with his understanding of it, can
be saved", seeing that, if they had known of the necessity of baptism, they would have desired it explicitly.
Our conclusion is that the many factors that we have considered above give serious theological and liturgical
grounds for hope that unbaptized infants who die will be saved and enjoy the beatific vision. We emphasize
that these are reasons for prayerful hope, rather than grounds for sure knowledge. There is much that simply
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has not been revealed to us. None of the above considerations should be taken as qualifying the necessity of
baptism or justifying delay in administering the sacrament. Rather, as we want to reaffirm in conclusion, they
provide strong grounds for hope that God will save infants when we have not been able to do for them what
we would have wished to do, namely, to baptize them into the faith and life of the Church. In fact, the
document explicitly states that "the theory of limbo, understood as a state which includes the souls of infants
who die subject to original sin and without baptism, and who, therefore, neither merit the beatific vision, nor
yet are subjected to any punishment, because they are not guilty of any personal sin. This theory, elaborated by
theologians beginning in the Middle Ages, never entered into the dogmatic definitions of the Magisterium.
Still, that same Magisterium did at times mention the theory in its ordinary teaching up until the Second
Vatican Council. It remains therefore a possible theological hypothesis" second preliminary paragraph ; and in
paragraph 41 it repeats that the theory of Limbo "remains a possible theological opinion". The document thus
allows the hypothesis of a limbo of infants to be held as one of the existing theories about the fate of children
who die without being baptised, a question on which there is "no explicit answer" from Scripture or tradition.
At any rate, these theories are not the official teaching of the Catholic Church, but are only opinions that the
Church does not condemn, permitting them to be held by its members, just as is the theory of possible
salvation for infants dying without baptism. Some Protestants have a similar understanding of those who died
as believers prior to the crucifixion of Jesus residing in a place that is not Heaven, but not Hell. Those in the
unnamed "compartment" have no hope, and will ultimately be consigned to hell. These individuals, the
captives, now reside with God in Heaven. Mormons teach that "all who have died without a knowledge of
[the] gospel, who would have received it if they had been permitted to tarry, shall be heirs of the celestial
kingdom of God. The Zoroastrian concept of hamistagan is similar to limbo. Hamistagan is a neutral state in
which a soul that was neither good nor evil awaits Judgment Day. In Islam , which denies the existence of
original sin in totality, the concept of Limbo exists as Barzakh , the state that exists after death, prior to the day
of resurrection. During this period sinners are punished and the adequately purified rest in comfort. Children
however are exempt from this stage, as they are regarded as innocent and are automatically classed as
Muslims despite religious upbringing. After death they go directly to Heaven, where they are cared for by
Abraham. Cultural references[ edit ] This article gives self-sourcing examples without describing their
significance in the context of the article. Unsourced or poorly sourced material may be challenged or removed.
April This article contains a list of miscellaneous information. Please relocate any relevant information into
other sections or articles. The virtuous pagans of classical history and mythology inhabit a brightly lit and
beautifulâ€”but somberâ€”castle which is seemingly a medieval version of Elysium. Virtuous non-Christians,
such as the Muslim Saladin , were also described as among its residents. In the Artemis Fowl series, "Limbo"
is the timeless plane of existence where the demon fairies are trapped until The Lost Colony. In the film
Inception , Limbo is a deep subconscious level, far beyond false awakening , and a state in which the
characters may be trapped indefinitely. In the adult film The Devil in Miss Jones , The main character Justine
Jones who just killed herself by slitting her wrists somehow finds herself in Limbo. He learns that the station
located "nowhere" is a sort of borderworld, passage between the "Matrix" and the "Machine" the place where
the Machines reside in the real world. Mobil is an anagram of Limbo. In the indie game Limbo , a boy walks
through a black and white world searching for his sister. Devil May Cry , Limbo is a parallel dimension in
which the main setting of Limbo City becomes a demonically influenced version of its real world counterpart.
The demons that rule Limbo City can drag their victims into Limbo and manipulate the landscape to create
twists and turns to entrap the protagonist, Dante. In Marvel Comics , Limbo is the name of 2 dimensions: In
DC Comics , Limbo is a dimension inhabited by old characters who have been removed from continuity or
seemingly abandoned or forgotten. In Warframe , one of the many playable Warframes is named Limbo, who
has the ability to travel through a second dimension called the Rift Plane, by tapping into the Void to his
advantage against his enemies and in some support to his allies.
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Prayer for the dead in Eastern Christianity and Orthodox memorial service While the Eastern Orthodox
Church rejects the term "purgatory", it acknowledges an intermediate state after death. It believes in the
determination of Heaven and Hell as stated in the Bible and that prayer for the dead is necessary. According to
the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America: The moral progress of the soul, either for better or for worse,
ends at the very moment of the separation of the body and soul; at that very moment the definite destiny of the
soul in the everlasting life is decided. There is no way of repentance, no way of escape, no reincarnation and
no help from the outside world. Its place is decided forever by its Creator and judge. The Orthodox Church
does not believe in purgatory a place of purging , that is, the inter-mediate state after death in which the souls
of the saved those who have not received temporal punishment for their sins are purified of all taint
preparatory to entering into Heaven, where every soul is perfect and fit to see God. Also, the Orthodox Church
does not believe in indulgences as remissions from purgatorial punishment. Both purgatory and indulgences
are inter-corelated theories, unwitnessed in the Bible or in the Ancient Church, and when they were enforced
and applied they brought about evil practices at the expense of the prevailing Truths of the Church. If
Almighty God in His merciful loving-kindness changes the dreadful situation of the sinner, it is unknown to
the Church of Christ. The Church lived for fifteen hundred years without such a theory. Among the latter, such
souls as have departed with faith but "without having had time to bring forth fruits worthy of repentance The
Church never maintained that which pertains to the fanciful stories of some concerning the souls of their dead
who have not done penance and are punished, as it were, in streams, springs and swamps" question But they
are aware of their future release from there, and are delivered by the Supreme Goodness, through the prayers
of the Priests and the good works which the relatives of each do for their Departed, especially the unbloody
Sacrifice benefiting the most, which each offers particularly for his relatives that have fallen asleep and which
the Catholic and Apostolic Church offers daily for all alike. Of course, it is understood that we do not know
the time of their release. We know and believe that there is deliverance for such from their direful condition,
and that before the common resurrection and judgment , but when we know not. During this journey the soul
passes through an aerial realm which is ruled by demons. The general Protestant view is that the Bible, from
which Protestants exclude deuterocanonical books such as 2 Maccabees , contains no overt, explicit discussion
of purgatory and therefore it should be rejected as an unbiblical belief. However, most Protestants teach that a
transformation of character naturally follows the salvation experience. Those who have been saved by God are
destined for heaven, while those have not been saved will be excluded from heaven. Accordingly, they reject
any notion of a provisional or temporary afterlife state such as purgatory. Walls [95] wrote Purgatory: The
Logic of Total Transformation The book evoked reviews and news stories. Historically informed,
philosophically competent, and theologically alert,. In a survey of Christian writers, whom he calls the
"Fathers and Mothers of Purgatory", Walls finds the beginnings of the doctrine of purgatory in their writings.
These three sources led up to the "birth of purgatory" in the 12th century. Rather his basic argument is that, in
a phrase he often uses, it "makes sense. Walls documents the "contrast between the satisfaction and
sanctification models" of purgatory. In the sanctification model, Wall writes that "Purgatory might be pictured.
Clement of Alexandria was one of the early church theologians who taught this view through key scriptures.
Many today are discovering that the reformers did an injustice to Early Christian understandings concerning
purgatorial restoration. Protestants have always contended that there are no second chances. However,
Lutherans have a similar doctrine of what may happen to the unevangelized in a book titled What about those
who never heard. Also several Apologists of both Protestant,Universalist and Catholic backgrounds dig deeper
into the subject in the book, "Four Views of Hell". Thomas Talbott [] and David Burnfield both wrote books
defending the Early Church view of the unlimited atonement, and the ultimate salvation of all mankind.
Anglicanism[ edit ] Purgatory was addressed by both of the "foundation features" of Anglicanism in the 16th
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century: The 19th century Anglo-Catholic revival led to restoring prayers for the dead. He highlighted the fact
that it is the "Romish" doctrine of purgatory coupled with indulgences that Article XXII condemns as
"repugnant to the Word of God. Purgatory is seldom mentioned in Anglican descriptions or speculations
concerning life after death, although many Anglicans believe in a continuing process of growth and
development after death. Mitchell offers this rationale for prayers for the dead: No one is ready at the time of
death to enter into life in the nearer presence of God without substantial growth precisely in love, knowledge,
and service; and the prayer also recognizes that God will provide what is necessary for us to enter that state.
This growth will presumably be between death and resurrection. By this poem, Lewis wrote, "Religion has
reclaimed Purgatory," a process of purification that will normally involve suffering. Epiphanius [ of Salamis ]
testifies that Aerius [ of Sebaste ] held that prayers for the dead are useless. With this he finds fault. Neither do
we favor Aerius, but we do argue with you because you defend a heresy that clearly conflicts with the
prophets, apostles, and Holy Fathers, namely, that the Mass justifies ex opere operato, that it merits the
remission of guilt and punishment even for the unjust, to whom it is applied, if they do not present an obstacle.
Additionally, High Church Lutheranism , like Anglo-Catholicism , is more likely to accept some form of
purgatory. After the Judgment, the Righteous will go to their eternal reward in Heaven and the Accursed will
depart to Hell see Matthew Spirit world Latter Day Saints , plan of salvation Latter Day Saints , and Mormon
cosmology The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints , teaches of an intermediate place for spirits
between their death and their bodily resurrection. This place, called "the spirit world," includes "paradise" for
the righteous and "prison" for those who do not know God. Spirits in paradise serve as missionaries to the
spirits in prison, who can still accept salvation. In this sense, spirit prison can be conceptualized as a type of
purgatory. In addition to hearing the message from the missionary spirits, the spirits in prison can also accept
posthumous baptism and other posthumous ordinances performed by living church members in temples on
Earth. This is frequently referred to as "baptism for the dead" and "temple work. The view of purgatory can be
found in the teaching of the Shammaites: The Hillelites seem to have had no purgatory; for they said: Still
they also speak of an intermediate state. Regarding the time which purgatory lasts, the accepted opinion of R.
Akiba is twelve months; according to R. Nuri, it is only forty-nine days. Both opinions are based upon Isa.
During the twelve months, declares the baraita Tosef. Barzakh Islam has a concept similar to that of purgatory
in Christianity. Barzakh is thought to be a realm between paradise Jannah and hell Jahannam and according to
Ghazali the place of those who go neither to hell or to heaven. In some cases, the Islamic concept of hell may
resemble the concept of Catholic doctrine of purgatory, [] for Jahannam just punishes people according to their
deeds and releases them after their habits are purified. A limited duration in Jahannam is not universally
accepted in Islam. At this time, the NDEr usually reports feeling profound remorse, along with extreme regret
that the harm cannot be undone. At the same time, the NDEr typically reports feelings consistent with
unconditional love from the light, which communicates forgiveness because the NDEr was still learning how
to become a more loving person. NDErs tend to say that this "learning how to love" is the purpose of life. This
may[ original research? In his Divine Comedy story Purgatorio , Mount Purgatory is split into different
terraces for those being made to be ready for heaven. At the top of Mount Purgatory is the Garden of Eden.
Purgatory is referenced in the American TV series Supernatural as a place to which all monsters go after they
are killed. Wynonna Earp, the great-great-granddaughter of legendary lawman Wyatt Earp fights revenants
and other supernatural.
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Sunday, January 4, Mt. Purgatory range, especially that it will let you experience what a Cordillera mountain
has to offer. The balance between intense mossy trails, and paths lined with tall pine trees makes it one of the
best hiking destinations in the Cordilleras, let alone its trails, which are mostly very manageable. No wonder,
there was no second thoughts when I got invited to hike again the Purgatory range. I was too excited, almost
one year, I came back to do the exact same thingâ€”a Mangisi Traverse, aka Purgatory Mountain Range
traverse via the six peaks. When planning a hike in Mt. Purgatory and if just a group of 10 or less, consider
renting a van instead of a monster jeep for it will cost you less. As we waited for our guide and porter,
stretching muna. It has been a long while since I last hiked a mountain. It was around 8: We began right away
by taking the narrow upward trail branching out from the highway, officially starting our 2-day traverse hike.
While following our lady guide, my memory of the past Purgatory hike kept flashing back. Lahat ng
dinadaanan namin pamilyar pa rin. I still know when to go left or to turn right, and even the resting stations.
Pine trees kaagad ang pambungad. It was a fun teacher-student-like orientation with the cool guides of Mt.
Some hungry mongrels snatched my lunch for the day, leaving me with nothing. Ang naabutan ko na lang ay
isang empty plastic bag. Lesson learned, never leave your belongings unattended. Realizing that my pack
lunch has gone for good, we carried on towards the next peak. More pine trees to en route to Mt. Pack junction
The straight forward trail and cool climate made our hike easy up to the junction. Beauty of the trail was more
appreciated than ever. Marker of the Mt. Stopping by a kubo a few meters past the junction, we decided to
have lunch. It was almost 12 noon anyway. As soon as we finished eating, we continued towards Mt. And the
portal to this amazing world is found right next to the kubo where we had our lunch. Brace yourself for some
amazing photos of the amazing world of moss, coming next. We arrived at Mt. Pack, the second peak in our
traverse hike, after negotiating with the dense trails and slippery makeshift stair steps. We rested at the peak
for about 10 minutes only since it was already getting too chilly all over the place. There was fog everywhere,
joined by cool breeze and sporadic drizzles. Actually, this was a similar experience as before, basang sisiw din
kami the first time we did Purgatory traverse. I came across this giant earthworm while threading the trail to
Mt. Pinakamalaking earthworm na nakita ko sa buong buhay ko. Continuing the trek through the thick mossy
trails led us to the heart of the Purgatory range. The Purgatory peak, is the 3rd of the six peaks of the mountain
range, and has an open area that is potentially an awesome view deck, given a clear weather of course. Sa
kasamaaang palad, hindi ko pa rin nararanasang makita ang view sa area na ito. There, a marker was set to
welcome all the passers by. Also there, were remnants of the transport system of the former lumber industry in
the area. After another 30 mins more or less of trekking, we came to Aponan junction where we stopped for a
short break inside a shed. I know Bakian Primary School could be reached in 15 or 20 minutes if I trail run
from this junction, so I asked our guide if we can pace up. Ngumiti lang siya at bigla na lang kumaripas ng
takbo. Aponan junction Bakian Primary School. Our destination for the day. So yeah, we got inside by
breaking into it. Ugo on the horizon. The cool air was just too unbearable. Maninigas at mangangatog ang
sinumang mangahas na lumabas. Staying inside local houses, sheds, or multipurpose buildings would make
food preparation a lot easier, especially on a cold dark night. At kapag ganon, asahan nang mayroong
something special na kakainin. Kahit sobrang lamig, layers of jacket and sleeping bag did a great job in
keeping warm. Sarap ng tulog ko! Sunday - December 8, Waking up the following day was a challenge, as our
bodies ache, and the chilly morning air keeping us stuck in bed, I mean on the floor. It was a very foggy
morning. Pati bibig namin umuusok dahil sa lamig. The temperature was so low that I caught a cold over the
night. Pero kelangan nang kumilos! It took us 2 hours plus to prepare our breakfast, stuff it into our stomachs,
and then pack our things. And then at 7: En route to Mt. Tangbaw, a grandiose display of pine trees can be
sighted The trail was not that challenging, so the pleasant view can be well appreciated. At Tangbaw Peak,
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which is a very nice viewing deck, we spotted other familiar Benguet mountains, including Mt. Timbak, and
of course, the great Mt. Tangbaw is also an ideal campsite, with its wide clearing. Cascading Cordillera
mountains, the highest point being Mt. Pulag, the summit is covered by clouds A few steps from Mt. Tangbaw
led us to another zone of mossy forest, which is just perfect. So physically, I can last longer in this type of trail
than other types i. I arrived first at Komkompol Peak, the 6th and last peak, which by that time was too foggy.
I am certain, Mt. Pulag can be seen right at the front of the view point, pero sobrang foggy talaga eh.
Milagrong maituturing kung biglang mawawala na lang ang fog. Foggy at Komkompol peak. Obviously, the
fog did not subside. Going through the mossy forest of Mt. Purgatory is just one part of the total experience in
doing this great traverse. The pine forest as well is a great magnet in this hike. So feed your eyes with this
rundown of pine forest photos, taken while I was walking down the trails. Past the majestic pine forest zone,
we reached Ekip village. Actually, we lost our way in that village, we found ourselves in a small coffee
plantation instead of the Ekip barangay hall which I remember from our past hike. Masyado kasi mabilis yung
guide namin, naiwan kami. Anyway, hindi naman kami naligaw talaga. We just walked back a little and found
the right trail. Rough road lang yung naalala ko noon. The last leg was quite steep, definitely not friendly to
your weakened knees. But we still made it to the finish line. It was around Whew, thanks so much to Team
Tramping for letting me experience again one of my most favorite hiking destinations in the Cordillaras. The
best talaga kayo! Thanks also to Adrian at Jason for joining this hike, I hope you guys had a great hiking time.
Posted by Ivan Cultura at
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accountable to, his want for sex by attempting to qualify for it with a woman.
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